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Cutting-edge science and spirituality tell us that what we believe,
think, and feel actually determine the makeup of our body at the
cellular level. You'll learn how to adjust to life's inevitable
adjustments, how to deal with stress in a healthy way, and how to
nurture a mindful happiness in your daily life. In Zen and the Artwork
of Happiness, you will learn how exactly to think and feel so that what
you think and feel creates happiness and vibrancy in your life instead
of gloominess or unhappiness. Most importantly, the mild wisdom of Zen
and the Artwork of Happiness will show you how to invite magnificent
encounters into your life and create an individual philosophy that will
maintain you through anything. This popular work has been released in a
lot more than 20 countries all over the world. A timeless function about
the artwork of happiness, the way of happiness, the internal game of
happiness.
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Disappointed. Very quick read. Not very Zen at all. this will depend on
what you interpret and respond to it. Here's the jist: Everything
happens for grounds, just move with it, it may be a blessing in
disguise. Not really a bad message, but not at all what I expected. Also
extremely generic. After reading only half the book so far, I totally
agree with what the negative testimonials say about the publication.
I've studied Zen, eastern religion, and eastern metaphysics for years
and this book misses the tag almost entirely.* Some of his philosophy
isn't in line with Buddhist beliefs.7. Trust that he adores you and
wants what's best for you ultimately". The idea that there is a seperate
'you' that can create thoughts and feelings and actions ex-nihilo, that
can simply choose to be happy. Eastern religious beliefs is about
recognizing the illusory character of the personal, and the deepest
personal being the 'whole functions', not granting it godhood. The
theory that everything that occurs is good, can be conflated with the
idea that everything that occurs is harmonious. I've go through and re-
read this publication twice now. The idea that we are free to choose our
feelings. This is the idea of the author influenced by the I ching. With
these exact things, actually though you don't possess control over what
happens, you could have control over your happiness.3. The idea that if
you 'wish for' and 'believe in' something that the universe will
manifest it for you personally. This is "the secret". The illusory
character of abstractions isn't the super-realism of abstractions. This
is interesting and depending your belief system, you can align what he
says with your personal beliefs. The man goes on to condition that there
is no seperation in virtually any of it, after that goes on to state
there there exists a seperate 'you' acting as some kind of minature 1st
cause. His examples of bad things magically becoming good stuff involve
rediculous outcomes, like the construction following door is actually a
gift house for you, or you can get hit on the top by a rock and all of a
sudden understand older obscure buddhist texts like the I Ching.5. His
conflation of metaphysics with supernatural. I've since read another
reserve on Joy that I absolutely love (author is normally Matthieu
Ricard), and I noticed that many factors were equivalent between the two
books. His blatant advertisement of his addiction middle.There are
several issues with this book, which I stopped reading after some 70
pages. His proven fact that belief is effective may be beneficial. The
issue is that we don't select our beliefs. Some events seem to not have
any benefit. You can choose to ACT as if you believe something, and you
could select to PROFESS a belief in something, but if you believe it or
not is not a choice.8. The theory that the universe is founded on
continuation, and will always continue, and can always do what's
neccessary to continue. The Second Law of thermodynmics, referred to as
the law of entropy states the opposite.9. The idea that there are "laws
of nature" that somehow exist and become cosmic traffic cops somewhere
out in the aether, is not actually an eastern idea. That's completely



western. It's newage wishful considering magic, in fact it is NOT zen.
Between your self illusion which, he's totally misunderstood eastern
metaphysics.10. His endorsement of wholy' disproven medical
interventions like acupuncture.11. How is certainly that to my benefit?
EASILY had finished the book, this might be too long. I've taken a
permanant maker and produced a fresh title subtitle for it, "The secret"
'manifesting your reality through wishful considering, with non-relevant
zen quotes. well suppose a dear loved one dies. This half-baked
publication doesnt hold half a candle to it. You have to take a few of
the advice with a grain of salt. I LOVED this book! I loved this book!
Now because something doesn't advantage to you doesn't indicate you
should react in a poor way, but some items are neutral or poor. It just
fundamentally explains and can help you understand that NOTHING in the
universe is normally a blunder, and that items happen for a reason. Even
though things may be tough at the moment show patience because things
tend to be blessings in disguise.The very best take-away for me from the
book was that no particular situation or occurrence is good or bad; In
case you are someone going right through any stressful occasions in life
this publication could be a great first rung on the ladder in a path
where you possess a more positive out look on how to deal with the grind
of life.2. Marking out issues I've found important to myself personally
and beneficial to others. Overall an incredible read. Always recommend
The right advice when taken with a grain of salt I enjoyed reading this
reserve and found most of the tips interesting. Some of the good
suggestions could be put to use to improve your happiness and make you a
far more optimistic person.I didn't also mean to buy this book, We was
trying to buy Zen and the art of motorcycle maintainance, which is also
much much better. A few of his philosophy doesn't make sense if you ask
me or he doesn't explain why things are connected and these come off as
huge assumptions with no basis. It's also an extremely literal.Pros:*
Look for the good in everything, if you don't see good then have faith
that it will benefit you later or for some reason you do not
understand.* We are able to control our happiness and how exactly we
react to events.* There exists a short, but interesting scientific
explanation about how exactly being in a good mood makes it simpler to
be in a good mood. Really great book.* Stress and anxiety result from
imagining a poor outcome and we won't need to do this.Cons:* The author
says the main reason every instant is to our benefit is basically
because the universe wants to continue and we are apart of it, so that
it desires us to advantage.* He speaks very actually and in absolutes.
Every event benefits us. We do not select what we are and so are not
convinced of. Its little, big print readable but gets right to the
point. For example, if I spill a drink on the floor covering, I don't
think this has some hidden benefit in the future. Should it cause me to
become unhappy? Must read.* Name is misleading - there are little
references to Zen, but the author appears to pull most of his philosophy



from I Ching, which is an ancient chinese publication, in addition to a
lot of other sources. And some of it it could you need to be his
personal opinion.* In the event that you follow his philosophy, you'll
start to have better luck/fate/fortunate.Remarks:What he phone calls The
Universe he notes some individuals refer to seeing that God or something
else. He makes it look like you have control over exterior factors, you
don't and this is among the big factors where his philosophy in fact
conflicts with Buddhist teachings. We don't control things such as the
weather. You do have complete control over yourself and how you react to
events and how you perceive your reality. If we were absolve to choose
our emotions, noone would prefer to get sad or angry. And the writer
does touch upon this as well.Zen isn't approximately labels, striving
for pleasure and avoiding sadness, It isn't about using belief while a
superpower. It's not about trying to end up being happy every second,
but experiencing everything as-is usually, rather not really rejecting
or grasping. It has to do with the universe 'giving' you good things
because it wants your attitude.4. In this feeling, this reserve can be
hugely useful to people of many different religions. The message could
become "Trust God and rely upon his will.1. Many people may find this
more useful after that his term "The Universe".Regarding most of the
Cons listed above, if you don't take what he says so actually, I believe
there is great prospect of one to apply the suggestions, become happier,
and also have a more positive attitude. Great, quick, and easy reserve
on learning how to be happy This book had an enormous impact on me.
Occasionally it results in as slightly marketing Chris's rehabilitation
clinic, but in the event that you disregard that and into his true
messages, it is very meaningful.6. I discover that you have to go into
reading this type of publication with the knowing that you may not know
how the methods of convinced that are shown can be done in reality,
nevertheless, you have to try and continue to press to change how your
brain processes the events and situations in lifestyle. This book will
change your life This is among the best books I've ever read. Quickly
turned into an advertisement for the author's rehab middle and his
various other books. No, but we don't have to 'pretend' it has a
benefit.* Problems ought to be viewed as difficulties that we may
'workout' with to strengthen ourselves and grow our wisdom. I loved this
book. And have been pondering his tips for a while and didn’t even
understand that there was a whole reserve out there about it. He put
just what I’ve been considering into the perfect words. I see a large
amount of bad evaluations, disagreeing with him. But I trust him on
everything. I’ve been diagnosed with depression and struggled for yr
with it, then I started really looking into myself and changing my
mindset. Everything he says functions for me. Read all the negative
reviews before you buy this book I simply purchased it based on the
positive. "the trick" Manifesting your fact with wishful thinking
Firstly, this book is not about zen. Most are stated extremely concisely



and make very valid points so I am not going to restate them in my own
review. He makes optimistic non feeling about how everything is
ideal.'If you are really interested in a self-improvement book based in
an eastern worldview, I recommend 'the wisdom of insecurity' by alan
watts. I've go out of counter points, but Im sure generally there are
more, because I just got about halfway through the reserve. Zen If you
understand zen philosophy existence assumes a greater meaning. Easy yet
captivating read Difficult to put down. It's an unhealthy belief system
that is philosophically unsound. Definitely well worth the amount of
money and time. Small & Your feelings are happenings, exactly like your
ideas are. His primary premise can be that whatever happens to you
happens for your benefit; Great book Great book Words of wisdom Such an
interesting read. Smoke up the delusional tips Mr drug rehab center
owner. Earth is not a heaven realm This book isn't Buddhism. Convenient
Great book, plenty of inspiration from it: would definitely read again.
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